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ART. IV.-Irifusor·ial 01,'rcuit of Generation.~ j by TREOD. C. 
HILGARD. 

THE soft and" naked," transparent and really animal* forms 
here to be considered, have some very striking and peculiar 
features in common. Their bodies are delicate, transparent, 
gelatinous, granular, and evidently sexless, although studded 
with reproductive yolks and locomotive molecules of the most 
varied description. On contact with air, when drying up, they 
do not leave behind any coherent coat or tissue whatever; but 
so soon as they are affected by incipient exsiccation, at once, 
by some sudden internal commotion, as if melting away, they 
become h'quid, and entirely dissolve into a "sauce" of quite 
uniform, hyaline molecules, about 20'00 line in diameter. They 
are all evidently immature forms, subject to a vast cycle of.pro
gressive and retrograde developments and infinitely multiply
ing the molecular germs at every individual dissolution. t A 
little salt, glycerine, or sugar destroys their present form; but 
they seem to be hardly affected by morphia or atropia, even in 
strong solutions. 

It is this feature of the non-endurance in dr'ying up, which 
renders it at once certain, that no such sarcode bodies can 
continue to exist 1,n integro, when exposed to the full heat of 
summer, on a cracking dry tub, or on a roof, likewise as torrid 
as a blazing July sun can render it within four weeks. The same 
applies to all the confervaceous, palmellaceous, protococcous, 
desmidiaceous, etc., fresh-water spawns, of true Mosses; which, 
once collapsed by drought, rarely continue growth in a progres
sive sense. With the exception of their common "nostoc"
phaset (specially adapted to endure even excessive dryness) they 

* i. e. exclusive of all the chlorophyll-endowed, silica-coated, and automatons, 
or cellular or cell-like sarcodic bodies and also the clear and vibrionic forms which 
belong to the algoid bryaceous developments. They are partly classed as green 
" Infusoria.," and also constitute the" Chlorospermere" of "Algre." 

t The same doubtless applies to a small "Stentor Roe," seen hovering up and 
down in water taken from ponds, aquaria, etc. It is of a hazy white color, 
scarcely perceptible to the naked eye, and remarkable for never touching the 
surface. When placed under the microscope, in a drop exposed to air, this animal 
germ (in shape resembling a Cyprea or a coffee beau) is seen violently throwing 
open its "cloak" or mantle. exhibiting an intense ciliary (fongered) vibratory action, 
all over the interior swrface. It then throws out hyaline constitutive brood-balls of 
various sizes, each endowed with the same "fingered" action-(as if "kneaded 
about" ill invisible hands)-and ultimately entirely flows apOJrt into such fleshy 
cilia, only leaving the intestine behind. 

t This form of self-multi'plying, serial chorophyll bead-strings enveloped in a 
foliaceous slime is common to Lichens (particularly the genus Collema) and various 
brooding-phases of the algoid (chlorospermous) m08s-spawns. With the Licllens, 
the interual chlorophyll of their thallus often develops, as is well known, in similar 
bead-strings, borne on the end of colorless (fungoid) tissue-fibers j in a manner 
also represented in the anatomy of Blodgettia confervoides, in Harvey's "Nerels." 
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"revive" only by starting anew from very reduced, but im
mensely multitudinous constituent pw,ticles of their own, which 
perdure exsiccation. In the class of Fungi we meet with simi
lar examples, as e. g. in the case of the yeast-plant, which can 
endure a considerable degree of exsiccation without impairing 
the vitality of those cell-contents, which actually exercise the 
fermentive energies and also consume the old cell-coat-(not com
mon cellulose, by the way) in this process of reviving. Like
wise, the vermillion, gummose (tuberculan'a) pimples on rotting 
Black Oak branches can endure a baking process in the burn
ing sun, but still revive on contact with water. Its spicular 
"spermatia'" (jusidium, resembling Naviculre or magnetic 
needles) at once assume an oscillatory motion and swell up to 
the size of those didymous (tl'ichothecium) spores which pres
entlystand erect on pedicels, as a pink velvet, in the chinks 
of the bark and collapse at the first touch of the sun; while 
their ultimate subcoltical development into a mature, "black 
enamel" Sphreria again perdures in the heat. 

Under the circumstances above mentioned, the rain water 
and dry dust carried by the wind to the roof, and thence col
lected into a perfectly dry tub, itself standing on a similar roof, 
within a few days was found swarming with all the minor 
phases of the Vorticello-planarian germ-developments. Both 
the bodies and the yolks or gemmre of the latter occasionally 
become reduced, by spontaneous dissolution, into very minute 
particles, each in the wet state capable of resuming the regene
ration of individual germs. Judging from analogy, it is but 
reasonable to suppose, that it is this reduced nubecular and 
molecular condition, which adapts them to last and survive in 
a dry condition, as we find it not only with the Fungi, but also 
in the case of the pruinose-pulverulent, primitive moss-spawns, 
all three agreeing in this feature of being "reduced to dust," 
out of which they are again resuscitated. This evanescent con
dition, however, where gelatinous particles of about 20'" 1> of a 
line diameter shrink alike to imperceptible dimensions, affords 
no pretext whatever for assuming identities, just because we 
ourselves lose the means ol discriminatt'on, Whenever the iden
tity of substance is preserved, each of these various molecular 
organisms preserves its cyclar developments distinct from simi
lar, corresponding ones as true species, so far as my observa
tions go, 

There being, at present, no comprehensive pictorial works 
available to fall back upon for reference, that are sufficiently 
correct, even in their designs, to identify the forms, allowance 
mU8t be made for the libcrties of comparison taken in the fol
lowing descriptive representation of the most frequent infusorial 
processes. 
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On extensive clay formations, all over the central part of the 
Mississippi valley, the first appearance, in the warm season, of 
vegetable life, e. g. in water-pools recently formed by rain, etc., 
is mainly that of "Chlamydococcus pluvialis," even where the 
clay is immediately taken from the deepest excavations. As 
the sequel of my papers will show, this particular form belongs 
to the common Silver-moss (Bryum argenteum) which is widely 
disseminated all over the surface of the globe, and that, by the 
way, rather scantily" fructifies" in a "sexual" fashion, i. e. by 
the development of a theca.,. but on clayey soils fills all the slug
gish and stagnant waters with its virescent uliginous spawns j 
while it covers the surface of fields, by millions of acres, with 
a minute crust, or "br£ck red leprosy,"* whose fine, molecular 
dust is swept aloft by every wind. Immediately before the fToSt, 
the same fields are densely covered with a small crop of minute 
moss, doomed to perish ill this form, but revived in its spawns 
at the first thaw in the shape of a universal chalk-white "clay
bloom," or pruinose effiorescence from the soil, and that in water 
at once re-develops into the so-called Protococcl.ls (or Ohlamydo
coccus) pluvialis in the form of green flagellate-roving beads. 

These minute, but in this instance coated, swarming cells are 
replete with chlorophyll, and are globular ovoid in sbape. 
They have at their smaller end, just where the motor flagellum 
(or vibratory lash) arises, a clear point of substance; wherein, 
in a small percentage of these cells, a· paras-ite is found to 
develop. 

This parasite is a perfectly colorless globule, apparent in the 
clear navel-point of the cell, and exhibits a faintly opalescent 
hue. As it grows, the cell which harbors the "1'ncubus" loses 
its own individual vitality. It ceases to swarm about and 
dissect into living, chlorophylliferons and automatons progenies, 
as the live ones do. Instead of spontaneously dissolving as in 
the living process the cell-coat remains firm; and as the para
.sitic animal yolk grows and occupies more space, executing 
tremulous and vi.bratory contractions, the chlorophyll is pressed 
into the rear, a lifeless mass. .At last the cell is ruptured in 

* See St. Louis Merl. Reporter, Jun. 1st, 11l67, pp. 522, 527-528. .Also Proc. 
St. Louis Ac. Se. (July, 1861), vol. ii, No.1, p. 160 j and vol. ~ p. 156. For 
"Chlorococcum" read" Sphrerocarpus" (lately renamed "Protuberans" Ag.) and 
its" botrydium "progenies. The latter collapse aud tu"n red. This pulvernlent, 
miniate " Lepmria kermesina " Auct., llIust, however, by no means be confounded 
with the darkly purpureous, uliginous mo"s-spawns which cover, e. g. the hilly 
" Orange-sand" regions of the State of Mi~sissippi. It is prevalent in winter in 
damp weather, and consists of matted red" Microcoleus " or lumbl'icoid (sheathing) 
mosa-cells, each one containing a central brood-fiber which is medullary-dotted, 
dissecting. !tnd fascicularly slIl"rounded by a stratum of (automatous, prorepent) 
"Oscillaria "-fibrils_ Not only the ul'imntely enlarged (chlorophylliferolls) brond
segments, but also the dark nndulating tiber, form brood-bulls (terminally). Its 
gelatine forms a cement of the loose snndy clay, and a home or abode for the 
Cladoniae (or bright-green foliolate lichens) as well as for grasses, etc. 
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front, a11(l the cupular-compresseu, dead, chlorophylline mass 
remains inert and void of life until devoured by Infusoria or 
the zymotic fungus. '1'he cell-coat, likewise, is effete, while the 
large globular and somewhat acicularly·granulated incubus, 
after a few very wry contractions, at once widely opens a large, 
ciliate mouth, gaping across the sphere's surface; and disengag
ing or displaying a girdle of cilia round the rear part of the 
body, it immediately represents the free-roving Vorticella in full 
equipment. . 

Its subsequent" encystment," into a spherical cyst densely 
covered with short pn'ckles (somewhat like the rim of a Helio· 
pelta) and containing en trail-like designs, is well known.* 
Also, that it eventually bursts-occasionally, at least-and dis
gorges a peculiar sort of wqfer-shaped, elliptical (not ellipsoidal !) 
cells, or lluclei, whose ulterior fate and abode, however, hitherto 
remained unknown. 

The fact is, that they rise to the swface, where, on account 
of' their shape, they inhere, as an almost imperceptible pel1icle 
or stratum, which to the microscopic observer is the instantane
ous index of the precise Jocality of the surface. 

In this state, when no food is supplied, they long remain 
unaltered. 'When meat, bread or other nutritive matter is 
arlcled, however, they develop (particularly where the absence of 
light prevents the confervaceous or green, chlorophylline growths 
from becoming paramount) into the smallest Vortl-cellce. The 
center of the wafer-shaped disc, inherent in the denser surface 
of the water, protrudes downward into a little clear knoll or 
navel, which soon begins to fe7'k, representing as it were a pin
head of 1.'0]) line diameter on a little thread or coiled stalk; 
and, as the whole increases in size, it now constitutes the well
known spirally pedunculate Vorticella; pyriform-bell shaped, 
somewhat pitcher-mouthed, with cilia around the orifice and a 
clear granular nucleus or " germinal speck" inside. 

The multiplication of the pedunculate Vorticellre, by fission, 
lengthwise, and by budding-out, sideways, at the real' end, is' 
sufficiently known. As the bnd tears loose, there is yet no 
oral aperture visible. There is, however, a girdle of cilia at the 
rear, wherewith it performs an undulatory vibration, until it 
tears loose by spinning round; and after irregularly prancing 
about, and rebounding at head-long speed, within a few 
minutes it "settles" upon some suitable surface, with the 
ciliated rear end; and spinning ont a pocletiwn, or peduncle, 
often within a quarter of an hOHr, the rear cilia get applied 
downward to the body and disappear; while after a little time 
a fully ciliated mouth now opens in front. 

;; In fig. 215. Carp. "Micr.'· (p .. 146), the short prickles are omitted, B. to Eo 
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As for its 1'etrograde multiplications, when a Vorticella gets 
"sick," for want of air or food (as when kept between glass
plates held apart and glued round about, or cemented, to pre
vent evaporation), the body contracts to a perfect globe, with 
a big germinal point, "eye" or nucleus in the middle j the 
throat contracted, and the lifeless cilia standing around like 
the limb of a rose-calyx. The germinal speck, ogle or nucleus 
soon becomes immensely bloated, protruding out of the crown 
or ciliate aperture like a dim, hazy balloon, and then being 
either suddenly or gradually exploded, its almost invisible 
granular contents settle around and increase into a rather 
densely punctuated cloud, run up like a cumulus; its tips mostly 
warty as with (dotted) strawberries, a sort of primordial" fram
boesIa." It is to this form that I wish to call particular atten
tion, since it presents the most minute phase of individual am'
mate life visible at present under the known powers of 
the microscope: being the ultimate retrograde development
phase, as well as the first manifestation, common to all such 
soft primitive sarcode bodies, from the "Vorticellan" to the 
most bulky "Paramecian" forms, And from each little dot 
in these "clouds of life" a separate Vorticella can be seen 
to develop! It is here, indeed, at this first vzsible advent or 
exordium of animate life, and the resurrection of millions of 
germs through the spontaneous dissolution of a single one, that 
the last nubecular microscopic perceptions closely resemble the 
last nebular telescopic as well as the theorett'c ones of Laplace's 
cosmogony, 

For the present let us call such often repeated forms of retro
grade self-dissolution and self-multiplication a germinal nubecula. 
Such likewise occur in a very closely analogous form in the 
self-maceration (of the engulfed pencil-beads and the enlarged 
"oidium"-joints) of the yeast or "zymotic" fungus. The 
difference being, that in the case of animal infusoria the dots 
remain affixed, and, after jerking apart, rapidly travel on sepa
rately with a vaccillating motion resulting from their warped 
surface (true Zooglooa Termo Oohn,. not that of Klob), while 
in tIle case of the mucous or polypoid fungine diffluence (er
roneously called by the above name by Klob), the component 
blunt-cylindrical bacteria are not mutually fixed, but all simul
taneously slowly move onward and apart in slimy trails, with
out a perceptible rotation, simply quivering, and ultimately 
enlarge into fibers. Of the black or "indissoluble" nebula-form 
of the zymotic or yeast-fungus I have already treated in the 
St. Louis Medical Reporter, Jan. 1st, 1868, (Zy~otic Condi~ion, 
etc.) and Proc. A. A. A. S., 1870, et ante, NeIther the ammal 
molecules nor the (coated) "bacteria" join into file, as do the 
fermentic sarcode-vibrios, being naked. . 

The watchful observer will have opportunity of witnessing 
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another sort of "fertile dissolution," of the more bulky Vorti
cellm, by the discharge of certain globular, granular" pellets," 
surrounded with other adhering and jerking particles-(proba
bly the "acineta" of some authors)-while containing the 
"currant·shaped" yolks,-hereafter to be described, together 
with its" amceba ,. or pseudopodial dissolution, when treating 
of the so-called" Paramecium Aurelia." 

[To be continued.] 




